Microbial Contamination
The old fashioned way to fight microbial contamination is
to use chlorine in high and sometimes dangerous doses. In
many industries, this method is no longer preferred, as in
many situation the efficacy is not satisfactory for carcass
washing, fruit and vegetable washing and the full control
of e-coli and listeria. Other reasons are the negative
effects on health, the (working) environment and the
corrosiveness on equipment, and pipe systems.
Chlorine has adverse effects on health and equipment. It
gasses off in production facilities. It creates corrosion,
organoleptic and taste problems. It is aggressive and
hazardous to use, store and transport. It is ineffective
outside of narrow pH levels, and does not kill viruses or
remove slimes.
GO2TM is a much stronger replacement for all chlorine
users. GO2TM will 100% remove slime from all water
storage and distribution systems. Once slime has been
eradicated, the dosage level of GO2TM subsequently
required to maintain a clean, healthy water system and to
prevent recolonization by slime, can be significantly
reduced, thereby delivering an ongoing cost-savings for
the user.

The Problem of Slime in Water Systems
Slime grows very quickly in water systems. Planktonic
cells flowing in the water clot together and form a layer
of sessile cells, which attach to the inner walls of tubes
and pipes. Colonies of cells grow rapidly, and attract
more planktonic cells. The slime can grow and block
free water flow, and forms a contamination which is a
hazard for water quality.

Health Issues
The key to the success of GO2TM in controlling
microbial contamination of water systems is?
NOT that it can eradicate slime (sometimes
called 'biofilm'). It’s that it has a wide range of
pathogens it can destroy including bacteria,
viruses, fungi, spores and molds, and that, as
opposed to say UV or Ozone, has a residual
effect. In addition GO2 is a powerful oxidizer of
various chemical contaminants like iron,
manganese, sulphides, amines and mercaptans,
cyanides and phenols. GO2 will also oxidize
sulphides and prevent smells and rust
associated with these chemicals.
The unique GO2 two component concept
delivers a powerful disinfectant for water
systems and hard surfaces in a wide range of
industries including food processing, medical,
animal health, bottled water, soft drinks and
brewing.
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In existing water distribution systems, the distribution
pipes are permanently contaminated with slime.
Chlorine does not eliminate, or even inhibit, the growth
of slime. GO2TM removes slime within a short period of
time. The hard layer requires longer time to remove,
depending on the thickness of accumulation. The
process of decontamination is completely safe and has

•

A powerful oxidizing agent for organic
materials
Selective oxidizer for reduced chemical use
Destroys algae-related taste and odor
compounds
Higher yield (up to 260% more oxidation
output compared to chlorine)
GO2 does not chlorinate organic materials
Decreases THM's, HAA's, TOX (Total
Organic Halides), that are cancer causing
agents
Effectively removes prophylaxis on slimes
Steady bactericidal efficacy within a broad
range of pH levels (Bandwidth pH 4 to pH
10)
100% effective against all water-borne
micro-organisms and spore forming
bacteria (Bacteria, Viruses, Protozoa, Fungi
and Sediment)
No build-up of resistance in microorganisms

no adverse side effects.

EPA Registration number is 84912-2.

EPA Est. Number is 11399-CA-01

Typical Installation of a GO2 dosing station:

Sprinkler Pen Application

Drop Hose Application

Results of injecting GO2 thru the drop hoses
for one week

Before Startup

1 Week Later

The Power of GO2TM
GO2 has been extensively tested in several laboratories around the world. GO2 kills a
broad spectrum of harmful organisms, as indicated below:

